MICROSOFT SQL SERVER
SECURITY & COMPLIANCE

Lexel’s dedicated team of Microsoft SQL Server
specialists offer a broad range of services to meet all
your modern data platform requirements.
Reduce risk by proactively securing your organisation’s
most valuable asset - your data.
The team at Lexel can help protect your data with robust
security and compliance services, solutions and support.

Compliance
For organisation’s required to pass regulatory compliance
audits, auditors require proof that compliance policies and
controls are in place. These policies and controls ensure
the integrity, availability and security of your Microsoft SQL
Servers and corresponding data.
Lexel can assist with implementing internal controls across
your entire Microsoft SQL Server data estate, providing
reports specifically aligned to compliance regulations and
requirements, including:
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PCI DSS
HIPAA
SOX
FISMA / NIST800-53
COBIT
ISO / IEC 27001

Our services include:
100-point security assessment. Gain valuable insight
into your organisation’s security risks, and how to best
remedy them. Through a series of industry best-practice
checks such as CIS benchmarks, the Lexel team test
and check all aspects of your SQL Server configuration,
including individual databases.
Strategy. Implement the correct security strategy (aligned
to current industry best-practice guidelines), to protect your
business in the event of a breach.
Monitoring. Gain complete visibility into critical changes
and suspicious logons through effective detection and swift
responses to security incidents.
Reporting. Pass compliance audits with less effort and
quickly answer adhoc questions from your auditors.
Managed services. Lexel will configure and maintain
your Microsoft SQL Server data estate, aligned to current
industry best practice guidelines with SLAs that best meet
your organisation’s requirements.
24 x 7 x 365 support. Lexel’s experienced New Zealand
based team offers mission-critical support,
when & where you need it.

Partners
Collaborating with industry-leading partners within the
Modern Data environment, Lexel offers Microsoft SQL
Server security audits, performance monitoring and
maintenance second to none.
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